The Reverse Exam: A Gamified Exam Structure to Motivate Studying and Reduce Anxiety
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ABSTRACT
This experience report describes an attempt to improve student attitudes towards exams by encouraging students to craft exam questions that earn game points and by allowing students to defer some questions to a second attempt at the exam a week later, increasing study time while reducing common timed-test anxiety. The approach, inspired by research in gamification and student-generated questions, focuses on: getting students to study broadly across the material; encouraging students to craft good questions; encouraging an honest first attempt; preventing memorization for the second attempt; incorporating teamwork. Data collected from implementations in two different courses indicate that several finer points of the game design are important and that student-generated questions can be just as effective as instructor-generated questions. Survey data shows that students are very positive about having a second chance at learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When we ask students why they get anxious about exams, they point out: (1) just because a professor thinks a question is easy does not mean the students find it easy; (2) the questions can come as a surprise, because students cannot guess which parts of the material the professor thinks are important; (3) it is difficult to know how to prioritize time for study, especially with a large number of topics; (4) it is hard to know how much depth-of-study is required for a topic; (5) you could have a bad day when the exam is administered. Thus, in a student’s fantasy, they get to choose what’s important, decide how to prioritize, and get a second shot if they have a bad day the first time. On the other side, a professor’s fantasy is that students will go all out in solo study of every bit of the material, use all their social time discussing course material in groups, and immediately after an exam points out gaps in understanding, rush back to their dorm rooms to revisit the weakly-learned material. One wonders: can this gap be bridged?

In this paper, we explore setting up an exam structure with multiple incentives to reconcile the students’ and professor’s goals. The incentives – points earned along the way – constitute a light form of gamification. The two key elements of our approach are: (1) students craft exam questions, from which the actual exam is drawn; (2) students are given two attempts: they can defer answering some questions in the first attempt if they feel unsure. There are several questions one must address to make the approach practical:

- Q1: Do students come up with good questions?
- Q2: Do the questions cover most of the material and is there a way to spread questions and encourage studying all the material?
- Q3: Which kinds of questions get deferred?
- Q4: Does deferral in fact work and induce study for the second attempt?
- Q5: How do the student-generated questions compare with instructor-generated questions?
- Q6: Do students do better on the material for which they created questions?
- Q7: What are student perceptions of the time they spent, how much they learned, and whether they felt a reduction in anxiety given the second chance?

The paper makes the following contributions. First, our approach is a novel combination of ideas from two areas of educational research: gamification and student generation of questions (the next section places this work in the context of the literature). Second, the particular gamification incentives aim to motivate students to produce good questions, a future-work issue pointed out in a recent paper [32]. Third, this pilot study explores the above questions, with lessons learned (including negative ones) from an iterative improvement in piloting the idea in two courses. Because the exam structure is general, the approach can be applied to many types of courses.

We use the term reverse exam somewhat tongue-in-cheek because the structure reverses convention in two ways (students write the questions, and choose what to defer to the second attempt). This work also builds on the age-old principle that students learn well when they mimic what instructors go through, in this case, understanding enough to craft a question whose quality will be assessed.

2 RELATED WORK
Gamification. Gamification, often described as applying game rules and conventions to non-game situations [9], has long received
significant attention in the education research literature [19, 20, 22, 25, 30] and more recently in computer science [3, 10–12, 18, 23, 26, 27]. Many studies point to increased motivation and its attendant benefits to learning [22, 25, 30], although some studies advocate caution in overstating the impact [20]. Within computer science, a recent review surveys gamification in CS education and reports overall positive impact while nonetheless stating that the field (in CS) is “in its infancy” [27]. Multiple experience reports describe positive outcomes [18, 26], with some [23] proposing to take the concept outside class. Dicheva et al. have developed a gamification platform with authoring tools [11] and recently applied this to a data structures course [12]. As mentioned, our use of gamification is elementary: of the 11 gamification elements listed in the work of Reddy et al. [27], we only use points and teamwork. Yet, it’s enough to promote a degree of autonomy and social relatedness through teamwork, and aligns with some of the principles (blocked-access, submission restriction, choice) discussed in the work by Dicheva et al. [10].

Student-generated questions. The theory behind asking students to produce questions dates back to 1975 [15]: as one might expect, it promotes deeper engagement, facilitates sense-making, and higher-order thinking [14, 32]. Since then, papers have proposed variations [2] or reported empirical studies that explore gains in learning, including some in computer science [4, 7, 8]. Denny et al. devised an online tool called Peerwise to facilitate question generation among other forms of collaboration [6] that has been used by others as well to validate the approach [17, 28, 29]. As mentioned in the work of Yu et al. [34], most of these have focused on using student-generated questions for study and preparation while few are focused on generating an entire exam. Ahn et al. [2] propose a student-generated midterm but do not evaluate. Note that some research posts that students can memorize questions [24], an issue we address in our approach.

Two-stage exams. In a two-stage exam, students first take an exam as individuals and then do the same exam questions again as a team [5]. The final score is typically some weighted combination. Empirical studies have shown the effectiveness of this form of collaborative learning [35], including in computer science [4, 33]. Yu et al. [34] describe a system to enable such exams. However, our approach is somewhat orthogonal to whether the studying is individual or collaborative. In particular, in our first stage, an individual student chooses which questions to defer to the second attempt because they feel additional study is warranted. Also, they don’t take the questions with them after the first round and instead rely on vaguely remembering the topics of questions they deferred, which promotes broader studying than solely focusing on just the questions in the exam.

Other. A few other areas of educational research are relevant to our work. Although the general approach is not restricted to multiple-choice questions (MCQs), we preferred MCQs because they are practical and make it easier to vet student-generated questions. Scully et al. [31] show that MCQs are able to reach all but the highest two levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. We explicitly instruct students via examples to lead them to craft questions at a higher Bloom-level, and include two game-point incentives for this purpose (see next section). The other relevant body of research is test anxiety, with timed-tests noted as commonly causing anxiety in technical subjects [16]. Ergene et al. [13] quantify the impact of common interventions to reduce anxiety. In this sense, the strongly positive reaction of students (survey data) affirms the form of anxiety reduction achievable through question deferral to the second attempt. Also, it has been noted that intrinsic motivation reduces test anxiety [21], which in our case comes from gamification-induced autonomy.

Contributions in the context of the literature. To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are: a novel combination of light gamification and student question-generation that aims to address the motivation factor mentioned in the question-generation literature; a new form of two-stage exams aimed at anxiety reduction (and additional study) that can be applied individually or collaboratively; and preliminary data that explores the details of the approach. Because gamification points directly affect student behavior, careful choices in the incentive system are important - we describe the structure and these incentives next.

3 METHODS

3.1 Steps in creating and conducting the exam

Phase 1: Set up. Instructor lists topics, along with rules and a sequence of deadlines. For labeling convenience, we assume the material is broadly divided into numbered modules and each module has numbered sections.

- What is critical is that the procedure is explained and the point system clarified so that students very clearly understand the incentive system.
- In our example, a good question is: a four-choice multiple-choice question, with choices labeled a through d, and that meets the following constraints: it has the module/section clearly identified; includes an explanation of the correct answer (with reference to the chapter material); it can be answered solely based on the chapter material (and within a few minutes); requires some thinking and is not solely depend on fact-recall; must have one unambiguously correct answer, and an explanation of how the plausibly correct but demonstrably erroneous distractors were created.
- The description should include both positive (higher Bloom-level) and negative (fact-recall) sample questions. Students should understand that they gain points for submitting good questions.
- Students are informed that a random sample from their submission will be vetted (graded) for quality, which encourages them to make sure all their questions are good questions.

Phase 2: Individual question crafting.

- Suppose $K$ is the target number of questions for the exam. Each student must submit $K_I \geq K$ questions (as individuals), to make sure each student studies across the material.
- The $K_I$ questions must include at least $m$ questions per module to ensure spread across the material.
- All questions must not be shared at this phase.

Phase 3: Team question crafting.

- By the second deadline, students must meet in teams to pick $K_T \geq K$ questions to submit as the team submission.
• Teams can select from among the individual questions or create new ones based on their discussion.
• Teams are not allowed to share questions with other teams.

Phase 4: Question vetting and exam creation.
• The instructor randomly selects \( K' \) questions from each individual to grade for quality.
• With \( T \) teams and a target of \( K \) exam questions, a reasonable choice is to select \( K' = K/T \) questions from each team’s submission to grade for quality.
• The instructor then applies the following algorithm to select questions for the exam:

### Algorithm 1: Question selection

```plaintext
let \( k_{m,s} \) be the desired number of questions for module \( m \), and section \( s \)
let \( n_{m,s} \) be the number of questions generated thus far for \( m \) and \( s \)
let \( n_t \) be the number of questions generated so far for team \( t \)
let \( L_{t,m,s} \) be the questions submitted by team \( t \) for \( m \) and \( s \)
set \( n_{m,s} = 0 \) for all \( m \) and \( s \)
set \( n_t = 0 \) for all \( m \) and \( s \)
while any \( n_t < K' \) do
    Remove all teams \( t \) where \( n_t \geq K' \)
    Build a list of all questions from remaining teams for all sections \( m, s \) where \( n_{m,s} < k_{m,s} \)
    Randomly select a question from this list and add to the exam
    Remove the question from the appropriate list \( L_{t,m,s} \)
end
```

As an example, in our first trial we created a 32-question exam from \( T = 16 \) teams, selecting \( K/T = 2 \) questions from each team.

• The instructor then edits the exam as needed for clarity and correctness, perhaps going back to the pool if some questions are of insufficient quality or too hard to fix.

Phase 5: First round.
• Students take the exam as individuals, and are required to answer a minimum number of questions, \( K_M \), (they cannot defer all of them). Typically, \( K_M = K/2 \) (they must answer at least half).
• Both the questions and their answer sheets (with their names) are kept by the instructor, who will hand each student the same questions and exam in the second round.
• Students leave the exam without taking anything with them except for what they remember as challenging. They are of course encouraged to study for the second round.

Phase 6: Second round.
• A week or so later, students have a second round in which they complete only the deferred questions and any additional new questions (from the pool, or from the instructor’s own collection). Because some questions have been answered in first round, the second round could be shorter.
• The final score is computed based on the point system described below.

### 3.2 The point system and rationale

The exam structure works when students clearly understand the point system and buy into the rationale. Below we describe the different types of points the student can obtain:

- Each student gets a \( P_t \) score for the quality of their individual questions, as assessed from the random sample graded.
- Each student in a team gets a \( P_t \) score for the quality of their team questions, as assessed from the randomly selected questions.
- Each student gets \( P_{I,c} \) points per correctly answered question in the first round, and \( -(P_{I,w}/4) \) (negative) points per incorrectly answered first-round question; they get \( P_{I,c} \) points per correctly answered question in the second round, for totals of \( P_I \) and \( P_{I,c} \) per student. Here, \( p_{I,w} < p_{I,c} \) to encourage studying for the first round, and the negative points (a lesson learned from the first course) are to ensure students do not carelessly answer questions because they don’t want to study further.

### 3.3 The instructor’s work and scalability

One major goal was to make the design work for instructors, ideally, with no more work than a standard exam. Assuming vetting a question takes a little less time than crafting a new one, the instructor can select as few as one random question to assess from each individual, or could restrict quality assessment solely to team questions. This, along with the \( K \) questions randomly drawn for the exam becomes the “work” for the instructor. For example, with 50 students in 16 teams and a 32-exam format, this results in 82 questions to assess (50 individual and 32 team questions), and 32 questions to carefully edit and use in the exam. Because the exam is multiple-choice, scoring is trivial even if one chooses to use partial points for some choices.

An alternative approach to reduce instructor workload while increasing the depth of the vetting process is proposed in the Discussion.

### 3.4 The Courses and Point construction

This protocol was tested on two upper-level CS undergraduate courses: Algorithms (ALG) and Systems Programming (SYS). Both had a similar number of students: ALG had 47 and SYS had 53. In terms of modules and sections, ALG had 7 modules and a total of 50 sections; SYS had 8 modules and a total of 51 sections.

The construction of final exam points was different for the courses since we applied the lessons learned from ALG to the SYS
course. For SYS, points were given to individual submissions to motivate independent study. In addition, the negative points were included to discourage guessing and encourage strategic deferrals. The relative weights of the quality scores in the construction of the exam points is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Maximum Weight</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P_1 )</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>24 questions per individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_2 )</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>20 questions per team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_3 )</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3.5% for each correct answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_4 )</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>2.5% for each correct answer (only deferred)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_e )</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6 extra instructor questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_d )</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>up to 50 deferrals (by other students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_u )</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>with respect to 50 sections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that \( P_1 + P_2 + P_e + P_d + P_u = 100\% \). The negative points in round 1 is set to reduce the number of guesses. In the second round, correct answers give slightly less points than in the first round. This is designed to promote strategic deferrals rather than the automatic deferral of harder questions. Finally, and given that the deferral points \( P_d \) and the uniqueness points \( P_u \) are relative to the actions of their peers, we scale the exam points to a 100%.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Scaled Points in ALG and SYS

In order to answer the questions posed in Q1-Q7, we first show that the point system works similarly for both courses. We obtained a measure of the difference in results between the courses using the scaled and raw grades in the final exam. The scaled exam points for ALG (\( M=70.4, SD=9.2 \)) for \( N_A = 47 \), and SYS (\( M=73.6, SD=15.7 \)) for \( N_S = 53 \) were not significantly different; \( t(85)= -1.255, p = 0.2 \). In addition, we compared the distributions of raw grades and scaled points. Raw grades were calculated as the percentage of correct answers including both attempts (including student and instructor questions). For ALG, there was a significant difference in the scores for raw grades (\( M=77.1, SD=9.1 \)) and the scaled points (\( M=70.4, SD=9.2 \)); \( t(92)=3.54, p < 0.01 \). For SYS, we employed the Wilcoxon rank sum test, which showed there was no significant difference in the scores for raw grades (\( M=68.7 \)) and the scaled points (\( M=73.6 \)); \( W=1166, p = 0.132 \). Note that raw grades are biased in favor of the students since they do not distinguish between correct answer in one or two attempts. We call this the idealized traditional raw grade. The distribution of raw and scaled points are shown, for both courses, in Figure 1.

**Observation 1:** The scale grades are comparable between courses but in SYS, scaling the game points allowed final grades similar to an idealized traditional raw grade.

4.2 Quality of Questions

With respect to the quality of the submitted questions (Q1), we found that the quality of the questions submitted by teams was high. Grades were assigned by the Instructors and TAs as a quality rating for each question. These ratings were averaged and scaled to the range 0 to 100. For ALG, the median rating was 80/100 and for SYS the median rating was 90/100. Team quality points differed significantly according to Welch’s t-test, \( t(17) = -3.5419, p < .01 \), with higher question qualities in SYS than in the ALG course.

A logistic regression was performed to ascertain the relationship between number of deferrals a question had and the proportion of correct answers it had over the set of students in the first round. The logistic regression model was statistically significant, \( \chi^2(1) = 30.83, p < .001 \). The model explained 13.8% (McFadden’s \( R^2 \)) of
the variance in percentage of correct answers. Increased deferrals for each question were associated with a slight decrease in the proportion of correct answers for that question (Figure 3).

**Observation 4**: Questions with higher rates of deferral had lower proportion of correct responses. We interpret these as harder questions.

4.4.2 Deferral vs Correctness. This section shows the importance of encouraging strategic deferrals. In ALG, 227 questions were deferred by 47 students (average of 4.9 per student) while in SYS, 399 questions were deferred by 53 students (average of 7.5 per student). For both courses, we performed a logistic regression to establish the relation between the number of deferred questions by student and their final proportions of correct answers. For ALG, the logistic regression model was statistically significant, \(\chi^2(1) = 10.76, p < 0.01\). The model explained 4% (McFadden’s \(R^2\)) of the variance in percentage of correct answers. Increased deferrals by a student was associated with a very slight decrease in the total proportion of correct answers. In the case of SYS, the model was not found to be statistically significant, \(\chi^2(1) = 3.32, p = 0.068\).

**Observation 5**: Before implementing measures to encourage the deferral of questions, students did not defer much, and performed poorly on the those questions that they deferred (presumably because there was little to gain in getting some of these few questions right).

4.4.3 Deferral by Others vs Correctness. We analyzed SYS to explore if making questions that were deferred by others had an effect on the author’s results. We found no correlation between the number of deferrals a submitted question obtained, and the correctness rate of the students that generated the questions. F(1, 51)=0.0005, p = 0.9823.

**Observation 6**: Making harder questions does not necessarily promote higher grades.

4.4.4 Number of Attempts and Correctness. Combining the above results, we can address the question of how students do when employing deferral (Q4). To determine the effect of having more than one attempt at solving a question, we compared the proportion of questions answered correctly when attempted using one opportunity with those that were deferred and then attempted in the second round. For ALG, a significant difference was found between the proportion of correct answers given a single attempt (74.1%) and given two attempts (52.4%), \(\chi^2(1) = 44.989, p < 0.001\). For SYS, there was no significant difference in correctness with one attempt (70.1%) and two attempts (65.7%), \(\chi^2(1) = 2.36, p = 0.1242\). Both can be seen in Figure 4.

**Observation 7**: After promoting strategic deferrals, in a second chance, students do as well in the most deferred (hard) questions as in the easier ones, which is suggestive that learning occurred between the two attempts.

4.5 Student vs Instructor-generated questions

We extracted the level of correctness for student vs instructor-generated questions (Q5). For ALG, a significant difference was found between the proportion of correct answers in questions created by students (77.1%) and by instructors (51.1%), \(\chi^2(1) = 99.885, p < 0.001\). For SYS, there was no significant difference the proportion of correct answers in questions created by students (69.2%) and by instructors (67.6%), \(\chi^2(1) = 0.203, p = 0.652\). Both can be seen in Figure 5.

**Observation 8**: After promoting strategic deferrals, in a second chance, students do as well in the instructor questions as in the ones generated by students.

4.6 Coverage vs Correctness

We analyzed the relation between correctness rate and the coverage in the submitted question for the SYS course. This was done to verify if students do better in the sections for which they created questions (Q6). We found a significant difference between the proportion of correct answers in a section where the student submitted a question (72.4%) and the in the ones they did not cover (65.6%), \(\chi^2(1) = 7.2323, p < 0.01\).

**Observation 9**: Students had higher correctness rates in questions from sections for which they submitted questions of their own.
4.7 Student Responses
For the SYS course, students filled a survey, a 5-level Likert scale, where they gave their impressions on the protocol (Q7). The summary of results are the following: Students believe they learn more when working by themselves (mean=3.6, median=4) than when creating the team submissions (mean=2.9, median=3). Students also rated point distribution (mean=4.6, median=5) significantly higher than when working by themselves (mean=3.6, median=4) than when creating the team submissions (mean=2.9, median=3). Unsurprisingly, students assigned a very high value (mean=4.6, median=5) of getting a second chance at answering questions.

Anonymous student comments indicated that having two opportunities was the best feature of the exam. When asked about their choice in difficulty when drafting questions, students indicated their strategy was to design them with intermediate difficulty (mean=3.6, median=3.5). Students reported spending an average of 13.7 hours studying for the first round and 5.3 hours for the second.

Lastly, student comments about the approach focused heavily on the benefit of having two attempts, with over 60% mentioning this aspect explicitly. The following are three typical student comments:

• “Two attempts did take a lot of the stress off. It was much more relaxed than one large final exam.”
• “The two part exam is nice, lets you study material you didn’t know.”
• “Having two attempts is definitely good and allows students to study after the exam, which means you don’t just study for one test and might actually learn something.”

Student responses were mostly positive when discussing the question-crafting aspect of the protocol, with negative comments predictably focusing on the added work. Some examples are:

• “The building question part does help in learning.”
• “Making questions pursuant to particular topics forced us to realize what the topics of the exam actually are, and to prepare accordingly.”
• “Make less questions, as I believe even making 1-2 questions requires going through all the material for a certain chapter, and would likely make it easier on the teaching staff.”

Observation 10: Students appreciated having a second chance at attempting deferred questions and had to devote a considerable amount of study time before the second round. In addition, they learned from creating questions of fair difficulty.

5 DISCUSSION
The overall design of the protocol was modified from the ALG course to the SYS one. We used the ALG version to note trends and student attitudes towards the question creation and deferral mechanisms. We noted that there was little incentive to employ the deferrals, and that question quality was lacking.

The changes between the ALG to SYS implementations of the protocol were put in place to increase the quality of questions and the value of a second chance at learning. To do so, we added a small incentive to create good individual questions which we found to be effective. In order to motivate strategic deferrals, we added mechanisms to penalize guessing in the first round (negative points for erroneous answers) and prevent frivolous deferrals (by having a limited number of deferrals and awarding fewer points in the second round). All of these mechanisms are set via the relative point weights. This was done empirically with the following rationale:

• Game points should reflect exam correctness. The weight awarded to correct answers ($P_1$, $P_2$, and $P_e$) covered approximately 85% of the grade (depending on the number of erroneous and deferred questions). Observation 1 indicates that scaled scores are not significantly lower than the scaled and weighted points.
• Question creation should receive a significant weight (up to 15% from $P_u$, $P_t$, $P_d$, and $P_u$) while balancing individual and team work. Results show that covering a section increased the odds of performing better in another question from the same section.
• Coverage should be uniform for modules and reach most sections. We added a small incentive to promote this ($P_u$). Observation 3 points out that this seems to be the case.
• Students should try to build questions that were fair. Since students design a large part of the exam, competitive features are put in place to balance the difficulty, like $P_d$ and the final grade scaling.
• Sharing is not allowed unless students are in the same team. Not sharing questions increases the chances of obtaining high $P_d$ points, which must be significant to motivate keeping the questions private. A small additional incentive is also that $P_u$ is maximized when few students chose the same sections.

The addition of instructor-generated questions in the second round forces the student to study across concepts and not simply across question instances. This is a direct countermeasure against memorization. In that respect, the results show that students perform as well in the student questions as in the ones made by the instructor.

An important assumption we are using is that students defer questions that they feel are harder. While question difficulty might be subjective, the results support this interpretation. Using this inference, the results show that students performed as well in the second round as in the first. While initially disappointing (shouldn’t they do better?), this result actually means that by using the deferral mechanism, hard questions become easier after the second round of study.

Students seem to greatly appreciate and take advantage of the second round of studying and execution, even stating explicitly that the mechanism helped reduce anxiety. This self-reported data, as well as the aforementioned leveling of difficulty with the second attempt give indirect evidence that this assessment approach may represent an alternative that helps reduce anxiety.

One issue they report is that creating the questions takes a lot of time. Both trials of the protocol featured question generation in a brief period at the end of the semester. A possible improvement is to create and vet the questions throughout the course, thereby easing both the student’s and the instructor’s workload. In addition, further work needs to be put into separating the effects of crafting the questions from having two attempts. An additional negative result was that additional effort in designing hard questions (those deferred the most) did not influence the author’s grades.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The standard exam’s one-shot format not only causes stress, it rarely promotes post-exam study to correct gaps pointed out by the exam. This work presents a protocol that can be used to promote re-study
of gaps revealed by the exam; employ the concept of learning-by-teaching (or in this case, designing); and reduce exam anxiety by offering a second chance. The incentives need to be in place to motivate a thorough coverage of materials, an honest first attempt, and an additional study session for the second round. This protocol is designed so that students have a stake in studying effectively (for the first round), realize what they don’t know (the deferred questions), and adapt to re-study to complete maximum coverage of concepts (the second round).

Future work will focus on streamlining question creation throughout the course and increasing the learning value and payoff of making good questions. In addition, the effects of the question-creation must be disentangled from the two-chances in the exam.

APPENDIX: QUESTION EXAMPLES

Here are two examples of questions submitted by students for the SYS course.

The following is an example of a good question:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the answer is C since that is the moment where the counter’s maximum value is reached (3 including increments and decrements). All distractors are plausible (A is at the 3rd read bit; B is at the 3rd read; D is at the 3rd straight 1).

The following is an example of a poor question:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question:</th>
<th>When pressing a button, a 2-bit increment and decrement counter is used for debouncing. At which Time (A, B, C or D) is the button press detected (the maximum value reached)?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bit</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The answer is A because the question relies solely on the memorization of the term “signal under-loading”, a low level in the Bloom taxonomy, and explicitly in contradiction to instructions given to the students.
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